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on the Cutting edge with Jump math
BY ELLEN KELNER & LORI SHAPIRO-PRESS,
MATH LEAD TEAM, PAUL PENNA DJDS

Paul Penna DJDS Selected to Pilot
Innovative Math Pilot Project
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September 2012 marked an
exciting time for Paul Penna
Downtown Jewish Day
School, with the
implementation
of the JUMP
Math pilot
project
for all
students,
from
Grades
One to
Eight. In
a recent
interview
with John
Mighton, the renowned mathematician,
playwright, author and founder of JUMP
Math, he explained his decision to serve as a
mentor to Paul Penna DJDS.

their chronological age. He was struck by
the enormous potential of his pedagogical
approach to increase student performance.
By breaking down concepts into small,
manageable parts and while providing
opportunities for guided discovery, JUMP
makes math accessible to all
children, by enabling them
to confidently build
solid foundations and
nurture a positive
mindset towards
math.
JUMP at Home

The high degree of professionalism he
observed among the staff, including a
strong desire to learn and an interest in
current research, enticed him to work
closely with the school.

According to
Mighton, the
success of any
student reaches
beyond the school.
Parents play an important role
in making math relevant to a child’s
life by engaging them in daily activities
in the real world. Measuring for recipes,
estimating grocery bills and shopping for
food offer daily opportunities to practice
math concepts, including adding and
subtracting, estimating and comparing, and
measuring and rounding. Games such as
Monopoly, Snakes and Ladders, Memory
and cards incorporate math concepts in a
fun way.

JUMP Math, which is based on the premise
that all students have the right and ability
to be numerate, was born in Mighton’s
apartment in Toronto 14 years ago, where
he tutored inner-city students whose
mathematical abilities were years behind

To be on the cutting edge of innovative
pedagogy, with John Mighton by our side, is
an exceptional opportunity for Paul Penna
DJDS. We look forward to watching our
students’ continued growth in both their
math competence and confidence.

Student Council Guides
with a Conscience
At Paul Penna DJDS, our students
share energetically and responsibly

Dominican Republic, Cuba and
Jamaica did not have the necessary
support systems in place
to assist their citizens and
This decision is based on
as a result, Paul Penna
the belief that in order to
DJDS relief efforts went to
make informed, thoughtful
these countries through the
decisions about Tikkun Olam, Canadian Red Cross.

provoking education, to heighten
awareness of local and global issues.

both now as a child and in
the future as an adult, actual
learning is at the core.

in the act of Tikkun Olam, healing
the world. This task is accomplished
in multiple ways: individually, as a
classroom community and through
school-wide projects.
Our Student Council, which guides
student efforts, has chosen this
year to lead our school in thought-

This knowledge impacts
upon our personal values
and helps us develop
the ability to participate
meaningfully in the act of
Tikkun Olam. The concept
was launched within each
individual class in October,
whereby a consciousnessraising vote was held
by students, to determine class
participation in the collection of
funds to assist those ravaged by
the effects of Hurricane Sandy.
Once money was collected, Student
Council carefully researched the
options for the direction of the
funds raised. They discovered that
the Carribean countries of Haiti,

In November, in conjunction
with Bullying Awareness
Week, our school
recognized “Pink Day”. Students
— and parents educated by their
children — dressed in pink, and our
Middle School students responsibly
visited classes to share stories and
lead discussions that focused on
bullying and standing up for others.
By listening to, acting on and
sharing student ideas on how
we can heal our world, we are
heightening our school community’s
sense of awareness and caring.
We are already seeing how this
enhanced mindfulness is leading
to meaningful decisions about how
we can effect change. Our students
are discovering the power of their
thoughts and actions.

learning through the senses
Honouring diversity takes many forms
at Paul Penna DJDS. To name just a few:
we embrace a pluralistic approach to
Jewish practice, we celebrate diverse
family models, we stimulate development
and expression of different worldviews,
opinions and perspectives, and we
support the highly varied needs of our
student population. One of the ways we
address diverse learning needs is through
a recognition of different learning styles.
Literacy learning in SK provides excellent
examples of this concept in practice. To
address students with auditory learning
strengths, the students engage in a brief
call-and-answer to practice the word and
its pronunciation when learning new sight
words. To learn the spelling of the words,
each group of letters is said in a unique
way, first perhaps Y-O-U in a pirate voice,

then a squeaky one, then a robotic one.
To assist visual and kinesthetic learners,
words may be spelled in different colours,
with popsicle sticks and with other
materials (top). There is also a word wall
high five that showcases the words of the
week (centre). Before students leave the
room, they must physically “high five” a
hand, saying and spelling the word.
This understanding of the variety of
learning styles plays out in all areas of the
curriculum, in all grades, whether in math,
Hebrew language learning, or even prayer.
Pictured here (bottom) is an example
of how kinesthetic learners pray with
meaning in Grade One.
Even if students don’t specifically identify
as one type of learner, everyone benefits
from these multiple approaches.

campaign
re-focus

Enriching our Understanding
In order to improve Tanakh (Bible)
curriculum design and delivery,
almost a decade ago the Jewish
Theological Seminary’s (JTS)
Melton Research Centre for Jewish
Education started developing
the Jewish Day School Tanakh
Standards and Benchmarks Project.
We were fortunate to have been
selected as part of its seventh
cohort of eight schools from across
North America, which engage
in a year of Tanakh workshops,
leadership mentoring and on-site
teacher PD.

Our collective goal was to
examine current practice, decide
on the vision for Jewish Bible
literacy, and shape the teaching
that makes this vision a reality.
After intense leadership workshops
in NYC and Toronto and weekly
communication to guide the school
in its process of transforming
the curriculum, we now have this
innovative program in place in all
our Tanakh classes, from Grades
Three through Middle School.
Two classes are provided each
week, with texts in the Biblical
Hebrew and discussion and
written expression in English.
The students examine the text
through two lenses, or standards,
which were chosen collaboratively
by the faculty and educational
administrators. One standard’s goal
is for students to “view Tanakh
as the formative narrative of the
Jewish People — past, present,
and future”, and the second is
for students to “develop a love
of Torah study for its own sake

and embrace it as an inspiring
resource, informing their values,
moral commitments and ways of
experiencing the world”.
In the classroom, students’ studies
are shaped by this Understanding
by Design model (also used in
our unit studies), which promotes
planning and teaching with Big
Ideas, Essential Questions, clear
Benchmarks and pre-determined
Performance Assessments. This
model encourages deeper analysis,
more critical thinking and a greater
focus on abstract and enduring
understandings.

Grandparents, parents and students
learn together during Family
Education sessions that incorporate
key concepts from our integrated
curriculum with art, problem solving,
and the uniqueness of each family’s
connection with Judaism.

We are the first of the schools to
also apply this curricular design to
the study of the weekly Parasha, or
Torah portion. So far, the teachers
have established benchmarks and
are in the process of collaboratively
examining each Parasha for the
most relevant and significant
approach to the week’s material.

In 2012, Paul Penna DJDS
conducted a comprehensive
strategic review to help us set
effective goals for the future of
our school.
To help us reach our goals, our
esteemed Principal, Laila Lipetz,
is working together with her
exceptional teaching staff and the
School Board to help solidify what
has made our school great — by
focusing on our roots and building
on our remarkable success.
This year’s fundraising initiative is
therefore called Campaign Re-Focus.
The enhancements and activities we
have embarked upon will result in
substantial dividends for the school,
which naturally have a significant
associated cost. Our goal this
year is to raise an unprecedented
$350,000.
With the fundraising bar set high,
we are thrilled to report that all
of our key stakeholders — the
Board of Directors, the Fundraising
Committee, the parent body and
some former Board Members —
have graciously and generously
made their own donations and
continue to show their commitment
to and love of Paul Penna DJDS. We
are pleased to report that we have
raised over $195,000 so far this year.
As the Fundraising Committee, we
are asking for your participation in
Campaign Re-Focus. Please help us
and make your donation today at
www.djds.ca or by contacting
416-928-3537.
Thank you from all of us who
support and love this school.
Sincerely,
Members of the Paul Penna
DJDS Community

750 Spadina Avenue, 2nd Floor
Toronto / Ontario / M5S 2J2
416.928.3537 / info@djds.ca

Our City as a Learning Environment
At Paul Penna DJDS, we have at
our doorstep one of the most
eclectic cities in the world. Our
curriculum is enriched by the
wealth of opportunities that
Toronto’s diversity offers — a short
walk or an easy TTC ride away.

At Mount Sinai Hospital, Sukkot
is observed when our students
create a colourful, cozy sukkah
for the Jews working downtown.
At another hospital, we take a
tour to understand the central
idea at the heart of the human
body unit, that
our bodies shape
our lives, with
both positive and
negative effects.
The fire station
on Yorkville
Avenue provides
insight into how
community
workers improve
and save our
lives. The
nearby Metro
supermarket is
an ideal setting for math units
focusing on money.

Local community institutions
abound. The Native Centre
provides insight into First
Nations culture, with our
students comparing it to our
own Jewish culture. The Out
of the Cold program at a
neighbouring church allows
our students to put Tikkun
Olam (Repairing the World)
into action, providing them an
opportunity to feed the
hungry and reflect on their
own blessings.

Cityscape learning begins in
Senior Kindergarten when the
class heads down to the vibrant
and lively streets of Kensington
Market to explore the five senses.
As part of Grade One’s integrated
unit on community, students walk
the area to see if the hypotheses
developed in the classroom
about local service providers
matches the reality on the street.

Back at school, they use their
mapping and literacy skills to
record their findings.

For Grade Three students, the
downtown core provides data
for their study of city life in their
unit on urban and rural life. At
school, their research becomes
part of a large chart comparing
and contrasting downtown,
midtown, suburban, village, town
and country life. Grade Four sets
out into the streets to hear the
cacophony of the city, in order to
bring personally acquired data
back to their science experiments
related to sound.

Studying at Bloor and Spadina
facilitates rich learning
opportunities within classroom
walls and inspires boundless
learning as we step outside
our doors.
Grade 5 students explore the elements
of design to represent perspective in
an urban setting.

